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Chrome Dash and Mounting Kits
These chrome kits contain the dash mounting 
and trim parts required for Fat Bob tanks in a 
single, easy-to-order package - simply choose 
from our great variety of large diameter speed-
ometers to complete the installation. Each kit 
comes complete with chrome dash cover, base 
plate assembly with hardware and ignition 
switch with keys. 
Note: Not compatible with flat side tanks.

310192 Cateye dash and mounting kit
310193 Two-light dash and mounting kit
310194 Three-light dash and mounting kit
310195 Late-style dash and mounting kit

Dash Kit with Integral Tach
Features a 120 mph speedometer with built-
in coil driven tachometer that works with all 
Harley 12 volt systems. Kit includes speedom-
eter, two-light chrome dash cover, base plate 
with hardware, and ignition switch with keys.
310139 2:1 speedo/tach dash kit
Note: 91-03 self-canceling turn signals will not self cancel. 
91-03 models use a distance counting reed switch to self-
cancel turn signals. The turn signals will operate normally, but 
will not self cancel.

Chrome Dash and Speedometer 
Kits
Includes a speedometer with 89-04 face, 
chrome dash, lenses, rubber trim, mounting 
hardware, ignition switch with two keys and 
base plate with lights. Fit many models with 
Sport Bob and Fat Bob tanks thru 95.
26480 2240:60 ratio for front wheel speed-

ometer drive models with self-cancel-
ling turn signals from 84-95

310194

Custom Dash Cover
This custom dash cover has had the indicator 
lights and switch hole removed for a clean 
custom look. Designed for use with large 
diameter FL style speedometer and Fat Bob 
tanks. Perfect for custom FX and FL applica-
tions with remote mounted indicator lights 
and ignition switches. Fits all Big Twin 4-speed 
models.
310146 Dash only (fits all two-light base 

plates)

Trimlok Dash Trim
Easy-to-install, while providing style and pro-
tection. Genuine Trimlok steel reinforced vinyl 
trim is cut to length to fit all stamped steel two 
and three-light dashes. Available in pre-cut 27 
inch and 10 foot lengths in plain black.
26181 Black (27"-long)
26241 Black (10 feet-long)

Rubber Dash Trim
This handy item is designed to replace the rub-
ber dash trim on 87-94 FXR models and the 
nacelle trim on 87-94 FLHS models. The trim is 
also a perfect match for Custom Chrome Rick 
Doss ABS dashes and many other protective 
uses.50"-long.
13232 Replaces OEM 61117-86


